
MOVIE REVIEW: ENDER’S GAME 

RATED PG-13, 114 Minutes 

WAR IS CHILD’S PLAY… 

Based off the award winning science fiction novel of the 
same name by author Orson Scott Card, Ender’s Game is a 
story that I always thought incapable of being adapted to 
film. It’s doesn’t sport any real action or adventure and 
unlike most stories it features no b plot love story. What it 
does is examine the ethics and morality of war and what it 
takes to win one and it does it using children.  

The story of Ender’s Game takes place in a future where 
Earth has survived a bloody conflict with an insect-like alien 

race called the Formics. In order to prepare for 
another invasion, Earth’s military has formed a 
school for the sole purpose of looking for the next 
great military mind. Harrison Ford’s Colonel Graff 
thinks he’s found this mind in Andrew “Ender” 
Wiggin (Asa Butterfield), a young prodigy whose 
analytical mind prevents him from fitting in with 
the other kids. Graff recruits Ender into battle 
school where he’ll have the young genius take 

part in simulated battles against other students in order to examine their ability to strategize.  

Once aboard the school, Ender faces off against the 
other students as well as the school’s leaders. He 
suffers both physical and mental borages from all 
sides as he is faced with being forced into the adult 
world of war. Graff sees him as Earth’s best option to 
survive while Ender desperately tries to hold onto his 
own humanity. As the pressure mounts, it becomes 
clear that Graff has more planned for Ender then he is 
letting on.  



With all of the heavy themes being thrown around in Enders Game it’s difficult to call the film 
anything other than joyless. The film works so hard to convey the intelligence of Card’s novel 

while wowing you with effects that it’s hard for 
audiences to connect with what their watching. The 
film wisely fills it’s most important roles with 
talented actors. Asa Butterfield (Hugo) was born to 
play Ender Wiggin, he carries the emotional weight 
of the story while still being able to convey the 
innocence of a child in an adult world. Harrison 
Ford seems right at home in the role of Colonel 
Graff as a cold and focused military mind. He 

perfectly embodies everything that Ender fears becoming. At Graff’s side is Viola Davis as Major 
Gwen Anderson who acts as battle school’s conscience in opposition to Graff’s being its mind. 
Ben Kingsly rounds out the cast as the mysterious Mazer Rackham, the hero of Earth’s first war 
with the Formics.  

The film also features Abigail Breslin (Little Miss 
Sunshine, Zombieland) as Ender’s sister and Haily 
Steinfeld (True Grit) as his battle school classmate, 
Petra. Both are talented actresses but the film sort of 
wastes them in their effort to keep the story centered 
on Ender and Graff. The cast suffers between having 
truly talented child actors as well as some that are 
only average. While this helps Butterfield and 
Steinfeld stand out it also leads to some heavy eye rolling at other times.  

To try and reach a wider audience, writer/director Gavin Hood (X-Men Origins: Wolverine), has 
worked hard to fill the movie with as many visuals as possible. Some of the best scenes in the 
film take place in the battle room, a zero gravity room, where the students conduct battle 
simulations. They also have filled the movie with battle footage from the first war as well a 
dazzling finale that literally surrounds Ender with the war games he’s been playing. Its hard to 
guess if these effects are enough to keep the audience involved.  

Overall Ender’s Game is smart, well made science fiction film, but it’s far from perfect. The story 
feels clunky at times as it tries desperately to please fans of the book as well as average film 
goers. With strong performances and decent visuals, Ender’s Game separates itself from the 
other book adaptation films that production studio Summit has been cranking out.  

GRADE C+  



 


